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EXERC"ISES FOR

LessoN Tfx
Tnp Carvgs

Dpan FnIEND:

How are you today? I was just thinking that with automobiles and other means of travel we seldom do
any honest walking. While we all would like to be owners of well developed calves, they are often the
most neglected of any part of the body.

I am giving you a nurnber of special exercises for the calves, legs and feet in general,

because I want you to have well-developed calves. Although there are several exercis-
es here, they are not at all difficult, and the majority of them can be practiced daily at
odd moments. It is important that you go through them all, as you will discover
that they btirrg into use new muscles you did not realTze existed. As a chain is no
stronger than its weakest link you cannot afford to neglect even so-called unim-
portant muscles.

Not only will the faithful practice of these movements prevent the possi-

bility of being a skinny legs, but it will also ward offany tendency
towards bowed legs, flat feet, etc.

Now snap into the following exercises for muscular POWER and STRENGTH of
the lowerlegs!

EXERCISE 1 - Standing with one foot a little in front of the other, rise on the toes

as high as possible, making several efforts to rise still higher. Reach toward the
ceiling. Repeat with right hand and left foot altemately, until tired. This is an
excellent exercise for the large back muscles of the calf.

EXERCISE 2 - Stand with feet about 18 inches apart and bear the weigtrt
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EXERCISESFOR w& LESSON TEN

of the body on the heels with the toes tumed outwards. Now bear the weight of the body on the

toes and tum the heels outward. Sffetch the legs outward as far as they will go without discomfort.
Repeat several times until the feet are slowly together, continuing until the muscles tire.

E)(ERCISE 3 - Stand on your toes, raising as high iN you can, and make several efforts to rise

still higher. Be sure to fill the lungs to the utrnost while rising and exhale while lowering.
Continue until fatigued.

EXBRCISE 4 - Raise the left foot from the floor and stretch it out as far as you can and point the
toe far downward. Repeat with the right foot. This is a very excellent exercise for the front of the
ankle and the large back calf muscles.

EXERCISE 5 - Now with foot in a forward position, as in the illustration, twist the toes in a cir-
cular motion. Practice this altemately with both feet. Avaluable movement for the ankles.

E)(ERCISE 6 - While standing on the ball of your foot on ttre EDGE of a chair, step, or a tele-
phone directory rise on the toes as high as convenient, and lower slowly, until the heels are way
below the edge of the surface on which you stand. Repeat until tired. Another vigorous back calf
muscle exercise.

E)(ERCISE 7 - In this exercise, stand with the HEELS resting on the edge and lower the toes as

much as you can. Now raise the toes as high as possible. Repeat until somewhat tired. Do not
strain in any of these exercises.

EXERCISE 8 - While standing flat on both feet, twist the left ankle outwards to the left, and
twist the right anlde in the same direction. You will have to lean the body in the opposite direction
to maintain your balance. Reverse the movement, twisting ttre right ankle outwards and the left
ankle to the right, so that both ankles and calves receive full benefit. Splendid for the ankles.

E)(ERCISE 9 - Stand on one foot and raise up on the toes as high as you can go, now rest on
the heels and raise the toes. Practice this with the other foot, until the muscles ache slightly. A very
fine exercise.

E)(ERCISE 10 - Stand on the I{EELS, toes up, bending the ankles and rolling the feet
outward until the weight of the body rests upon the outer sides of the feet. Then roll them in the
opposite direction (inwards) so that the weight rests on the inner sides of the feet.

EXERCISE 11 - This is similar to the preceding exercise, except that you stand on your TOES,
rolling the feet until the weight of the body rests on the outer sides of the feet. Reverse, so that the
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EXERCISESFOR LESSON TEN

weight is resting on the inner sides of the feet. Be sure and not let the heels touch the floor. This
develops the outer and inner calf muscles and should be practices faithfully.

E)(ERCISE L2 - This consists of two exerciSes. Sit in a chair and reach down, placing your
hands on the INSIDE of your toes. The feet should be together, heels touching, toes aparf and
bring the toes slowly together, resisting with the fingers. Repeat until tired. Now, with the toes

together and heels apart, open toes, resisting with the fingers which are placed on the outside of
the feet.

The performance of these exercises will not take many minutes, and if you practice them regular-
ly, you will notice ayety marked improvement. It is a very good plan to take your calf measure-
ments and watch the increase each month. I will repeat, you cannot secure health and strength
unless you are willing to do your share and practice patienfly and with perseryerence.

Yours in IIEAIiIFI and STRENGTH.
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&-effie LESSON 10

Exerrcise No. 3. Rise on your toes as
high as possible - make three or four
efforts to stretch upwards, tensing the
calves vigorously. As you resume normal
position, relax the calf muscles. Continue
many times morning and mght, or if you
prefer, at odd moments during the day.

Exercise No.4. Raise one foot back-
wards then bend toes forward and back-
wmds several times. Excellent for shin
muscles and calves. Practice altemately
for both legs.

ExerrciseNo.5. Similm to preceding
exercise, but this time, raise the foot
forward and twist the toes in a circular
motion. Repeat with both feet until tired.

Exercise No.8. Stand erect - twist the
1eft outside foot outwards and the right
inside footforwmd as shown andperform
a rocking movemenl if necessary,
supporting yotrself with your hands.
A wonderfirl exercise for strengthening
weak ankles, correcting fallen arches and
developing inside muscles of the legs.Exercise No. 10. Stand on your heels -

raising the toes - and roll back and forth
and then sideways. An auxiliary exercise
for securing the same results as in previ-
ous exercise. The other exercises in the
lessons should be practiced for variation
and to add interest. They me so simple,
no illustrations are needed.
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Exercise No. 6. Stand on a block, stair, etc., raise up on the toes as high as you can, then
lower the heels as shown in the nextpose, so they me below the toes. This will develop
both the calves and shin muscles. Also practice this exercise reversed, resting the heels on
the edge of a block and raise the toes and lower them.
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